VARCOH ® compression stockings are specially designed to apply pressure to your lower legs,
helping to maintain blood flow and reduce discomfort and swelling.

Guangzhou Zhuoge Trading Co. , Ltd. is the owner of the trademarks around the world,
including VARCOH and the graphic logo.

Guangzhou Zhuoge Trading Co. , Ltd. also owns copyrights and other intellectual property
rights in its distinctive product designs, the product images and descriptions on its website, and
the images and text in its catalogues, lookbooks and other advertising.

As a member of eBay's VeRO program, VARCOH ® monitors eBay for infringements of its
intellectual property, including the sale of counterfeit VARCOH ® products, and regularly takes
steps to remove infringing content and pursue legal action against offending sellers.

VARCOH ® cannot guarantee the quality or authenticity of products that are purchased from
eBay and has received numerous complaints from customers who have inadvertently
purchased counterfeit VARCOH ® products from eBay sellers.

VARCOH ® recommends that potential buyers exercise caution when purchasing VARCOH ®
products from eBay or other third-party marketplaces. VARCOH ® sends listings to eBay if the
items being sold appear to be counterfeit, or the listing otherwise violates VARCOH ® ·s
intellectual

property (including the use of product images from VARCOH ® website).

VARCOH ® products are sold through a network of authorized distributors and retailers who
are held to the highest standards to ensure that VARCOH®' s customers always receive the
finest quality products and service. Counterfeit products may look like authentic
products, but the workmanship, quality of materials and customer service you are entitled to is
usually for inferior to authentic VARCOH ® products.

Aside from the risk of receiving inferior products (or no products at all), buying VARCOH ®
products from unauthorized retailers may leave your personal information and credit card
details vulnerable to theft or fraud, and proceeds from these purchases may be used to fund
illegal activities.

If you suspect that a company or individual is advertising or selling counterfeit VARCOH ®
products, please contact SUPPORT@VARCOH. COM

For more information about authentic VARCOH ® products, please visit www. varcoh. com

